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Abstract:
Co-operative decision-making (CDM) can be viewed as information exchange in
a oetwork: of agents. We propose to model agents by means of identical decision analysis and
support tools, ·in the m~er developed in the NEGOPLAN project. The goal of work:ing out a
OOJIUnonly acceptable project organizati.on is reached in a series of brief two-side negotiations.
We hope to ac~eve part!a! auto~~tio~ of CDM,_ and expeńmental validation of the agent
network: collilectioD$. D!:cis1on-mak:ing is couched m terms of the exchange of elements of representations, and the graduał convergence upon a unified representation. We present the COON
syste.m -an extensioll of NEGOPLĄN from negotiation support to simulation and support of
COM-and use it on Il case study taken from an actual project management situation.
keywords:

· Co-operative decision-mak:ing. Decision support, Sequential decisions,
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1. An Oveniew of the Method
Co-operative decision-mak:ing (COM) can be viewed as information exchange in a network
of agents. Offers or positions (in the negotiation sense) could be exchanged in vańous network
topologies. We propose to model agents by means of identical decision analysis and support
tools. The conununication cbatmel is ~ - o n l y negotiating positions-and the goal is to
converge upon a conunorily acceptable project organization. This is reached in a series of brief
two-side negóti;ltions, with little bąrgaining and much information passing. We hope to achieve
partia! autoination of COM, and experimental validation of the topology: resting what connectlons 11llpw the &gems toreach a global agreement most effectively.
Agents ąre niodelled in the manner developed in the NEGOPLAN project (KER91, KER88). An
~nt has full kno~ledge of her own decision problem: its environment, its hierarchical decompooition, ru.les of change (if a change of perspective is required), and a catalogue of reactiolls 10 ofuer ·a gents' pósitiolis (KEROO).

A dąioh problc;tn:is represented in Nl!GOPIAN as a specialiI.ed AND/OR tree thatcaptures
the lfierorclJic.il decompositlon of the decision-maker's principal goaL Tree nodes represent
s.u~goals. 1'!1e lowest-leyel, non-deĆomposable subgoals-we call them facts-are assigned
' We thĄµk ibi; emp!Óyces of the Govemment of Ca.nada who participated in our research arui consulted us on the ·
~ study; ~y wisli to reią.ain anonymous. This work: was partially supported by grants from the Natural
Scien~ a,nd E n ~ Research Council of Canada.
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logical values (true or false) in accordana: with a fact's cum:nt status in the decision domain.
Facts annotated with logical values-we call them metajiu:ts-are communicated to the other
agents as this agent's position. Response metandes, triggercd by metafacts, may create new
metafacts. This is used to model the agents' reactions to a position. Cbanp in the problem
representation caused by such reactions are modelled by modiftcation metarules tbat may modify
or completely rcsbape the goal reprcsentation. A forward-chaining engine is used to apply
metarules ofboth kinds (MAT89).
We bave extended the NEGOPI.AN approach by separating the p l tree into the privaJe and
public tree•. A private tree reprcsenlS such pk of the agent as departmental or petsona1 goals.
(Goals of this lrind need not be operational) The whole tree is not sbown to other participants
of the decision process, but its 1eaves may be revealed. A public tree represenlS 'Jie status of the
projea: its rationale, constraints, budget and schedules. This tree is lmown to all agcnts, but
cach agent can only modify ilS ck:arly defined parts. Private pk influence generatioo of public
pis, but tbey seidom change themselves, perhaps during rcorganization or when the corporate
culture cbangcs.
.

An agent belon&" to one or more groups. She uses NEGOPLAN's responsc metarules 10 inCer reactions of the remaining group members. 'Ibis bappens in a competitive situation. In a cooperative situation, rcsponse ru1es deal with the issues more typical of O>M: development of
partia! solutions, their aggregation, and the synthesis of the agents' individual positions into a
position of the whole group or its subgroup.
In the remainder of the papce we prcsent the COON system-an extcnsion of NEGOPLAN
from negotiation support to simulation and support of O>M The new approach is illustrated
with a case study tbat was run on a prototype of COON; we discuss one experimenL

2. Co-operation and Negotiation
2.1. Background
Decision-malring has been traditionally considercd in the context of a multi-value, multivariable problem for which a single measure is sougbt to determine one solution. Goal decomposition, a powerful problcm-fiOlving paradigm in Artificial Intelligence, breaks the overall goal
down ińto qualitative elements that are mutually related but may exist independently. Distributed
problem solving aims at having a co-operative solution found by nodes in a network jointly
engaged in a four-phase process: problem decomposition, subproblem distribution, subproblem
solution, and answer synthesis (DAV83, CAM83). The focus often is on interaction between
nodes that integrate individually reached subproblem solutions into an overall solution (DUR87).
These networks are typically used in distributed sensor networks (LF.S81), distributed air traffic
control (CAM83), and distributed robot sys~ms. To increase the performance of a network,
nodes rely on their !ocal views to gencrate and exchange partia! solutions (U!S83).
Research on O>M is usually rcstricted to situations when the nodes-agents--decompose
the problem. solve, aggregate and synthesize subproblems (LYN90, SMI81). Structuring the
• The idea of public and privallC tn:es is duc 1D Daniel Schwabc andlługo Fuks.
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problem is left to the users (MAH86) or a structure known a priori is built into the network's
knowledge (SAT86). CDM, as well as group decisions, are concemed with problems with an
cvolving structure (SHA88), such as disaster management, decision making in unknown environments, financial decision making. Such problems have a structure developed and modified in
response to lnput from decision making agents and to changes in the decision environment
(including other stakeholders) (KER90). Problem structuring may be assisted by leaming-bybeing-told, or by aggregation of known atomie structures into larger structures. We propose the ·
latter approach, and the enhancing of the four-phase process into problem identification,
identification and construction of subproblems, subproblem solution, aggregation of subproblems' representation so that a structure of the overall problem is obtained, problem analysis,
answer synthesis. The propose<l process of CDM with a varying number of co-operating agents
is illustrated in Figure 1.
-)'Zllł

r.:,r4t----- problem
oaluion

o _nodcs/agents

1

• -structun:s

Fig. 1. An example of co-opaative problan structuring for a three-level structure
We assume a semi-hierarchical organization of co-operating agents: there is a lot of hoń
zontal exchange of information, each level has decision making powers, and agents can move
between levels. A high-ranking ońginator of the decision problem transmits information to
managers who may individually decompa;e the problem and develop its representations. They
discuss and co-ordinate their activities, request their suhordinates tó perform certain activities,
and inform the ońginator ahout work in progress.

2.2. The CX>ON system
The expeńmental CDM system COON (CO-Operating Negoplans) consists of a number of
identical copies ofNEGOPLAN, and a simple "communications harness". Each agent has a separate knowledge base with a complete representation of the private (personal and departmental)
goals that may be non-operational, in contrast with the common public goals to be developed by
COON. These are initially "atomie"-undeveloped-and one of COON's objectives is to build
their commonly acceptable detailed representation.
Problem solving with COÓN begins when a supervising agent receives a generał problem
specification from her supeńor. lf she decides that the problem requires team work, she choooes
the team members, opens communication channels with them, and sends them information
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about the problem at hand.
Agents talk in groui& There is a topology of allowable connections and communication
lines. An agent who is currently active broadcasts her position to the members of her group.
The intended recipients read the position and react to it. (In the COON prototype, one recipient at
a time is activated manually.) If this particular set of metafacts does not concem an agent, even
if she is in the group, she simply keeps her problem representation intacL One of the recipients
receives the control signal and generates her position, broadcasts it, and so on. An agent
analyzes her position and compares it with those of other agents. The comparison may be
qualitative (e.g., another agent's solution is used to determine if the important goals are
achieved) or quantitative (with the use of measures on solution elements) or mixed. If the agent
views two solutions as interchangeable or very similar, then she proposes an agreement This is
rejectcd, accepted, or accepted after modifications.
Agents have their own copies of the public goals. Each broadcast position may cause a redefinition of a public goal, and increase the agent's understanding of this goal's nature.

An agent may operationafu.e a goal in her own terms that need not be identical with the
perspective of other agents. For example, a political decision-maker may care little about budget
details, so long as a limit is not exceeded. The existence of many perspectives may lead to
inconsistencies: a fact may be deemed both true and false, or two facts may be true but mutually
exclusive in the domain. Public goals are accumulated step by step in such a way that no
conflicts exist between the private and. public goals of one agent Conflicts between private
~ais of various agents do not matter.
Long-term results of the won:: ą:ported in this paper will allow the simulation of organizational structures with generic projeqs, experimental (on-line) global validation of connections
within organizations. lt will be possible to develop structures for various typical tasks and verify ad-hoc structures (e.g., for handling emergency situations). The system will allow to keep
track of information flow, and will automatically produce schematic progress reports. lt will
reduce the need for face-to-face ~tings, and will enable !ocal on-line validation of structures
without ińvolving the management

3. · Case· Study: Design of a Voice Recognition System
We illustrate our approach by modelling project management procedures of a Canadian
government department lt was involved in negotiation and decision making in a recent software
project aimed at improving telephone answering service (e.g. to inquiries about welfare
payments, or about new laws and regulations). The caller is usually presented with a choice
from a few relevant areas, typically handled by an operator who directs the caller to different
extension.
Govemmental projects are initiated by deputy ministers (DM). DM evaluated last year's
performance and decided that the department should !ower the number of user complaints. That
was found too high because the volume of calls steadily increased in the last five years without
changing the number of operatoxs. DM asked the Program Evaluator (PE) for a solution that
would not require more operatoi:s--due to the :freere on hiring.
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PE co~unicated the request and the constrains to the Program Implementer (PI), ask:ing
fur an idea of a ~ystem that provides faster service with fewer operators than the traditional approach, is cheaper, and promotes the introduction of new technologies. The latter was dictated
by PE's mandate to keep the department's infrastructure up to date. PI was a technical person
n:sponsjble for implementing new projects developed.in-house, subcontracted, or purchased as
tumkey solutions.· Three ideas were propooed: low-tech, easy-to-make, and high-tech. The first
(inccease the number of telephone lines and have operators use fast text retrieval techniques) ·
was rejected as calling fur staff increase. The easy-to-make solution (use touch-tone telephones,
lead the user through severa! layers of menus, and have an operator answer a specific question)
was rejected because most customers has rotary or simulated rotary lines: upgrading to touchtone could require a substantial investmenL
The high-tech solution was to have the customer walk through menus by ask:ing her to say
a one-digit number to choose the next menu. This required no heavy investment, but involved a
substantial technological risk due to the immaturity of the voice recognition technology. Stili, PI
chose this solution, and produced a short description and preliminary cost-time estimates. PE
accepted the idea, and consulted with PI to adjust the cost estimates to conform with the
govemmental guidelines. PE then submitted a project proposal to DM fur approval which was
granted after requesting modifications in estiinates. PE introduced the changes and infurmed PI
about the approvaL PI sub.mitted a detailed budget to DM who altered the time estimates. PI
negotiated with DM an increased person/year allocation to compensate fur the shorter development time, and the budget was accepted by DM
~t011twl

-unr1n11
--MII.Ueltwl
-LoY1t11l

Fig. 2. (a) The full connections between agents. (b) The simplified connections.
Now, PE and PI a'lSigned the task of setting a terms-of-reference document to their contact
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persons, CPE and CPI who n e ~ details: f:requency of the steering committee meetings, a
oommunicatioo protocol, the availability of expens from the PE group for consultation with the
PI team. the number of initial sites. The teID1S-of-referencc document was submitted to PI and
PE for approval, and CPI was made the leader of the project. He negotiated m.ilestones with his
Tcsting. Software, Hardware and.J)Qcumentation team leaders. The negotiators concerned the
scheduling and funds appropriations. CPI negotiated for new programmers to be hired, for part
of work: to be subcontracted, and for cach group's deliverables. CPE bad an advisory voice in
pan of the ncgotiations betwcen CPI and Tcsting. because tcsting (to be performed on clients'
sitcs) requiRxl much intenlepartmental co-operation.

In Figure 2(a) we show four groups of agents and all the pc>Mible connections between
them.

4. Implementation
4.1 Goal Representation

ln,.section 3 we described the flow of information between the Deputy Minister (DM), the
Program Evaluator (PE), the Program lmplementer (Pl), PE's Contact Person (CPE), PI's
Contact Person (CPI), the Testing Group, the Hardware-Software Group and the
Documentation Group. For the purpose of our experiment we have identified Pl with CPI and
PE with CPE. This simplification docs not introduce any substantial cbangics in our case, because DM, Pl and PE do not participate in the negotiations after the terms-of-reference stage bas
been initiated. Amo, some connections are nevcr lised in decision-making. The simplified
ammgement is illustrated in Figure 2(b).
DM's goals are reprcsented by an initial goal trcc (in the NEGOPLAN notation, a rule expresscs the decompa;ition of a goaI into immediate subgoals). lts leavcs are the demands presented to the panicipants. DM bas private and public goals; the synchronization subgoal bas
only a technical significance-it be~ in the timing of agent-to-agent exchanges.
goals( dm ) <synchronization

private- goals , public goals , synchronization.
<- cycle ( O ) •
-

DM is concemed with policy issucs and econom.ic issucs such as reducing departmental
spending by 10%. His public goaI is the improvement of public enquiry service.
private goals <- policy issues, economic issues.
policy_ issue • <- reduce size_ ofyublic_service_economic issue• <- reduce costs( 10 ) •
publlc_goals <- reque• t( improveyublic_euquirv_• ervice ) •

=

The actual public goal, i.mproveyuhlic_ enquiry_ service, is "wrapped" in a standard
requcst predicate.. This lets NF.GOPLAN use generic metarules to deal with different issues.
DM's public goal will initiate the negotiating process: PI and PE will have to react to DM's
reqw:st and new issucs will appear.
PE's private goals can be divided into personal and departmentaL He is concemed with kceping his job and advancing his career. His departmental goals are to increase the use of the
newest tecboology in his dcpartment and balance his ~ of the budgeL CPE's private goals arc
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to deliver good service to client departments and avoid antagonizing other departments. We have
merge<I CPE and PE in order to simplify the system, so that their goals must be combined. PE's
public pis are not specified because the negotiation has not started yeL
goals( pe ) <- private goals, public goals, synchronization.
private goals <- personal goals, dapartmantal goals.
personal_goals <- not lose_job' gatyromoted.dspartmental goals <- incraasa naw technology uae,
balanca budget , lllllintain good relations.
maintain_good_relationa <- - deliver_good_ service.
PI's pńvate departmental pis are to increase technical expertise in the department and
balance his part of the budgeL CPI's pńvate departmental goals are to deliver the project and
improve his team by increasing its cohesiveness and effectiveness. The personal goals are to
keep the job and get a bonus.
goals( pi )

<- private_goals, public_goals, synchronization.
private goals <- personal goals, dapartmental goals.
personal goals <- not loae job , gat bonus.
dep~ntal goals <- incraasa technical expertise,
balance budget, improve team.
improve t&am.

-

<-

-

increaae-effectiveness • increaae cohesiveness.

-

The goals of Testing. Coding and Docwnentation are similar. Their pńvate goals are to
keep thcir jobs and get bon= The public goal is not determined yeL
goals( testing ) <- private goals, public goals, synchronization.
private goals <- personal goals.
personal_goals <- not lose_job' get_bonus.

4.2 Information Flow and the Co-operative Process
CDM participants need to cxchange positions in order to establish issues, clarify their
meaning and agree on them throughout the negotiation process. We assume that positions do
not flow freely among participants, but rather they travel along previously established information paths.
We have used a broadcast method: all agents post their positions in one place, but everyone
messages only from the group to which she belongs. For example, DM would only read
messages from PE and Pl, and would be screened from messages posted by Testing,
Oocumentation and Coding. In our implementation, cach participant puts her position in a
common position directory, and creates links to this position in the directońes of the members
of his group. A participant who has read a newly posted position removes his link to it. No
links to Ule positions of the members of a group can be found if nothing new has been posted;
the ~gents poll their links peńodically.
reąds

During the co-operation p ~ a public tree is created. lt becomes the documentation of

the project. Here is a self-explanatory example of such a public tree.
public tree <- probl em definition, constraints,
a l tarnative solutions & chosen sol ution, budget, milestones .
problem_definition <- improve_telephone_answering_ servi ce .
improve telephone answering service<improve_level_of_service_by(25).
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conatrainta <-incraaae in manpower(O), in=eaae in new technology(40).
alternative aolutiona <- voice recognition.
- alternative-aolutiona <- touch-tone.
alternative-aolutiona <- i.mprove text search.
alternative-aolutions <- hire 1110re ataff.
chosen solution <- voice racognitiOn.
budget-<- budget(duration,12,1110ntha,coat,l,m.illion,tech ataff,12).
m.ileatonea <- m.ileatonea(coding), m.ileatonea(teating) i
mileatonea ( documentation) •
·
mileatonea(coding) <achedule(coding,duration,6,1110ntha,coat,0.2,tech ataff,4).
mileatonea(teating) <acbedule(teeting,duration,6,montha, coat,0.4,tecb ataff,4).
mileatonea(documantation) <acbedule(documentation,duration,4,montha,coat,0.2,tecb_ataff,4).

S. Experiments and Results
We have run six NEGOPLAN systems to simulate six members of the co-operating group:
DM, PE, Pl, Testing, Coding, Documentation. F.ach NEGOPLAN had a separate goal
representation and metarules. We did a complete run of COON with the connections shown in
Figure 3. This allowed us to test our broadcast method, and to find ciut.which structures are
passe<l around along these particular connections. The possibility of experimentally determining
the information flow (given a topology) is an important n:sult of our preliminary work.
At the present stage of our work, the COON system is led manually thmugh all the steps.
This allows us to debug the system. We are working on the automation of the control process
similar to that achieved in just two coupled ~GOPLAN systems (KOP91). In that work we bad
two NEGOPLANs negotiate a settlement in a union-management dispute without the operator's
intervention.

6. Future Work
Co-Operation between the agents eods with the establishment of a joint pooition-a version
of the pub!ic tree accepted by all members or by the group supervisor (e.g., project initiator). In
the pro_totype of COON we did not consider the environment-an essential element of decision
processes-that may be carefully modelled in NEGOPIAN. Re-introducing the environment into
COON will enhance the decision process, because agreements may have to be revised due to
changes in the decision situation. This leads to the issue of different perception of the same
events due to the differences in the agents' individual knowledge bases. This may n;quire
ooding translation and explanation facilities that would compare and analyze individual interpretations of events.

In the long run. we aim for an automated system that.dispenses with human interve11tion
when reacting to the changes in the other participants' pooitions; at present, the pooition exchange is synchroni7.ed manually. We also consider c:xtending the notion o{strategy to allow for
strategy changes depending on tbe ciicumstances and concession levels of
participants
(KOP92). Fiilally, we intend to .incorporate the cqncept of commitment (FUK91) intp our approach.

the
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Fig. 3. A sample flow of information between the agents. The numbels on the transitions
mean the following items (B, T and M denote the values passed around):
1)
request(improve_answeńng_service)
2)
idea needed(improve answeńng_savice)
3)
idea(improve_ answcrmg_service, voice_recognition)
4)
proposal(improve answeńng_service, voice recognition)
5)
accepted_proposal(improve_ answering_service, voice_recognition)
6)
project_initiation(voice_ recognition)
7)
budget_proposal(voice_ recognition, B)
8)
accepted budget(voice recognition, B)
9-10) terms_o(reference(voice recognition, 1)
11-12) milestoniz(voice_recogniiion, M)
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